In a recent issue of this journal (22/4, 2016), Emma Waterton wrote a moving tribute to Steve Watson, following his untimely death. She eloquently expressed her gratitude for the decade they had worked together, so fruitfully for the heritage studies community. Now we have lost Sir Gregory Ashworth, Officer of the Dutch Order of Oranje-Nassau (actually senior to knight), holder of an Honorary Doctorate from the University of Brighton and Honorary Member of the Hungarian Geographical Society, among other international accolades. And now I review Emma's words with mixed emotions, feeling the loss of fully three times her span of close association (if time is a valid measure), yet knowing how fortunate Greg and I were to work together for so very long.
Greg was a prolific author -of some 20 books, 100 chapters and 200 papers. If you seek his monument, look about you in the library, in countless contributions to this and related academic literatures. Throughout our long association, I would usually have another string to my bow -but he would be drawing several simultaneously. This appreciation of his academic contribution is essentially limited to my personal perspective; this is unquestionably substantial, however it does not pretend to cover his wide-ranging contributions to related fields such as urban planning and marketing, but addresses that major facet of his work which more directly concerns this journal.
Greg and I shared an implicit empathy as geography alumni of St. John's College, Cambridge, though since he was two years my senior and already married to Angela, I do not recall meeting him there. He went on to complete his research degrees at the Universities of Reading and London, entering the academic profession at Cardiff and moving on to the then Portsmouth Polytechnic (now University) before migrating to the University of Groningen in the Netherlands, where he became Professor of Heritage Management and Urban Tourism in 1994 and maintained his status there through his formal retirement -that being a concept he steadfastly refused to acknowledge, however! I had sought an exchange with Portsmouth in 1975; the turndown by my home university was grievous at the time but was ultimately serendipitous, for when it was later granted in 1979 and I met Greg at Portsmouth, we were by then developing complementary interests, mine centred in heritage and his focusing upon historic tourism, which led to mutual consultation broadly in the field that we now know as heritage studies. Upon my return to Ottawa and a period of background mutual awareness, a paper of mine brought us back into close contact -which continued unbroken, by letter, fax, email and meetings in a growing range of venues, Ottawa and Groningen not least, from 1986 until 2016.
Interestingly enough, however, Greg later claimed that 'heritage' , my focus since the early 1970s, did not enter his lexicon until the early 1990s, when we had already written Tourist-Historic City. But few would now question his contribution to the field, as his IJHS citations liberally attest.
When I reviewed my CV for the record of our partnership I found some 50 tangible outcomes, including five books among the many chapters, papers, conferences, field classes and forays, and other collaborations over this span, sometimes including other participants; collaborations from direct co-authorship to author-editor roles, parallel papers and a variety of less formal mutual consultations. But this scarcely does justice to the innumerable exchanges of information and insight which flowed in a virtually continuous stream across those three decades. Along the way there were mutual encouragements, from him to me, for example to investigate the wartime US base heritage in Newfoundland and elsewhere; and from me to him, for instance to add value to his South African heritage student excursions. I recall the delight of one of my own students at finding his acknowledgement to me, when she read one of his subsequent papers. But I recall above all our brainstorming pub sessions over countless pints, in Ottawa and elsewhere, which outlined our books and shepherded them to completion.
Yet all we accomplished together, and I directly influenced beyond, was at most a quarter of Greg's academic production. He was known more widely as an inspired and reliable collaborator, always producing on time no matter how hard-pressed he was. He and I never missed a deadline, though I do recall one or two year's-end scrambles to complete on Christmas Eve! At the outset, he had the self-assurance to persuade me (as probably others too) to commit to book contracts which I would at first have let pass. He could radiate inspiration to achieve beyond one's intention and I have little doubt that his students benefitted accordingly. No shrinking violet he, and by his own admission arrogant at times; but when I occasionally took him down a peg or two, he' d accept it good-naturedly.
Whatever his working relationship with others, Greg and I shared an underlying empathy as geographers, and our mutual chemistry included a complementarity of the mercurial and the methodical; but though I would typically fine-tune his text material -rescuing his concepts with many a comma (to his displeasure) -I confess that he both caught me out on detail and reined in my excessive flights of fancy from time to time. We developed a certain common literary currency and heritage resource base, which as Greg once remarked could be mined and refined as circumstance required and as our own and others' ideas evolved. In many a project the literary ball would be passed between us with ease, in confident knowledge that it would grow in stature with each return. Crucially along the way, however, we held the same social values, including a (more or less) genial disregard for the changing intellectual fashions of the times; often coupled with a mutual disdain for the arcane language in which they were too frequently couched -albeit not usually in IJHS, much to its credit.
Over the years Greg and I, and other collaborators, made some distinctly 'critical' contributions to heritage studies, notwithstanding his early diffidence over this association. I do not intend to list his relevant contributions here; the reader is referred to countless citations in IJHS and numerous other publications. But among those that involved me, Dissonant Heritage (1996) was a landmark; Geography of Heritage (2000) and Pluralising Pasts (2007) were others; and the debate we framed at Laurajane's request in IJHS (2013) was perhaps another again. In the latter three we enjoyed the collaboration of Brian Graham, for a while giving rise to our collective moniker as the 'three tenors' of heritage; and he, like Peter Howard, founding editor of this journal, was seldom far from our heritage contributions and indeed both undertook their own substantial Ashworth collaborations on occasion.
In his verbal presentations, Greg knew how to manage his audience and used humour, and even outrage, to good effect; on one occasion he proposed demolishing Brighton's treasured Royal Pavilion and rebuilding it elsewhere, though I recall the audience's reaction better than the alleged logic of the proposal! More particularly, he was generally succinct and possessed the gift of distilling a few key points into the memory of his listeners; would we could all say as much. In quiet interludes, however, he would withdraw with his pipe to a convenient porch; he remarked in his final years that the habit persisted even after the pipe was necessarily banished.
Greg's later years were strongly associated with Malta, following our chance conference meeting in 2002 with its tourism representative, John Ebejer, who asked us to research its heritage tourism potential. After several joint papers resulting from separate visits, in the summer of 2014 we fulfilled a long-held ambition of returning to Malta together, generating further shared publications. As his health deteriorated thereafter, Greg did not let up; his subsequent work included a joint paper on Malta and three of our joint chapters. The last of these -indeed our last and I believe his final publication -was again on Malta's tourism and is currently in press. The final challenge was to get him back to Brighton, a favourite city, for a last University symposium -The Future of Heritage 1 -which, for extraneous reasons, could only be in October 2016, late in his illness. He and Angela heroically faced an eleven-hour train journey from Groningen (his condition precluded flying) and, to the joy of Elaine and myself, Peter Howard and many other participants, he made it and successfully gave his presentation -which concluded with a more generous accolade for 'critical heritage' , as the future of our field, than my own preceding paper had managed to express.
On the morning of October 21, before he left Brighton, we somehow said what we both knew to be goodbye; but I little imagined that just sixteen days later he would slip peacefully away at home with his family -having worked virtually to the end. He had, however, not only achieved that academic last hurrah in Brighton, but met his eagerly awaited new-born ninth grandchild upon his return. In Groningen shortly thereafter, Elaine and I were privileged to help Angela and the Ashworth family celebrate a life well lived, in company with many colleagues and friends from The Netherlands, Portsmouth and elsewhere.
And now, as he remarked when he knew the severity of his illness a year before, where do we go from here? As Emma said of Steve, Greg's work will continue to resonate down the years to come: his heritage contribution has arguably created a heritage in and of itself. For me, I can carry on contributing, and intend particularly to do so in a conference address in Krakow, Poland in June 2017; there I know I will be walking in Greg's well trodden path of many springtime visits past which, directly or indirectly, marked the way for me. Whether this proves to be the final echo of our long partnership remains for the future to reveal. But in any event there will always be a void where once Greg and I exchanged ideas; and come Christmas Eve, I can no longer assure him that I'm adjourning to the pub where he and I forged some great -and indeed 'critical' -heritage projects long ago.
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